TAKE YOUR WORK OFFSITE WITH MCC 7500E

TAKE IT WITH YOU
The MCC 7500E IP Dispatch Console provides a complete console interface experience anywhere inside or outside of your radio network. It can operate as a permanent, back-up or mobile solution, with full console functionality. Whether for a planned event or immediate emergency response, command a wealth of information for high-impact results. Connect to responders with voice, Talkgroup Text Message and tone communication on ASTRO® 25 trunked and conventional systems.

EASY SETUP
MCC 7500E offers dispatchers the same system setup, enabling them to seamlessly transition from PSAP to any other location with internet access without disruption to their normal workflows. From optional audio input and outputs to plugin USB headsets, the dispatcher can quickly and effectively pick up and set up from a home or additional location.

MAINTAIN WORK CONTINUITY ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
PSAPs are presented with an unprecedented landscape of challenges, both technical and personnel-related. In order to effectively serve your community while also considering the potential to work outside of the dispatch center, you need a solution that provides seamless dispatch coverage. Motorola Solutions’ MCC 7500E IP Dispatch Console enables your dispatchers to work from anywhere with an internet connection.

NENA’s “9-1-1 & COVID-19: A Report on PSAPs During the Pandemic” from April 2020 reports:
• 64% of PSAPs reported no capability for remote operations
• Only 30% can work remotely from a separate public safety or government facility
• Only 7% have the ability to work from home

MCC 7500E offers:
• Flexible deployment options
• Cost-effective solution
• Easy setup for dispatchers outside of PSAP
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Learn more at motorolasolutions.com/en_us/products/dispatch/dispatch-consoles/mcc-7500e-ip-dispatch-console.html